PAPATAMUS 106: NEW YEAR. NEW RELEASES.

POSTED FEBRUARY 2022
ADAM NOLAN [as] and his trio of Derek Whyte [b] and Dominic Mullan [drms] have
issued PRIM AND PRIMAL [no label 1962542434523]. Recorded in 2021, the music,
all Nolan originals, has the raw quality of Ornette and Dolphy with the propulsion
of Bobby Watson. Nolan is the main voice with Mullan and Whyte engaging in a
conversant exchange with the the leader on the seven engaging tracks. This is big
boy jazz!

TRINEICE ROBINSON has produced a remarkable vocal record in ALL OR
NOTHING [4RM-20210806]. Even more remarkable is the fact that this is her
first release. The energetic accompaniment of Don Braden [ts], Cyrus Chestnut [p],
Ian Kaufman [tbn], John Meko [tpt], Nils Mossblad [as], Joe “Stretch” Vinson [gtr]
and others give a live ambiance to the proceedings. The ten-track program includes
some atypical songs for vocalists such as “Footprints,” “You Taught My Heart To
Sing” and “You Know Who [I Mean You].” Robinson also contributes one and a half
tunes — the half being a fine introduction to “The Very Thought Of You.” There
is one track I did not include among the ten — a forgettable 20-second version of
“This Little Light Of Mine” sung by what sounds like a young child. Despite that, this
is an enjoyable vocal CD that certainly calls for a follow up.
Why did the Cellar Music label record singer SHANNON GUNN in 2001 and finally
release the results in 2021, a year after she died? I may not have the answer, but
ON A MOUNTAIN [Cellar 20 Records cm052001], was worth the wait. Backed by
Renee Rosnes [p], Neil Swainson [b], Billy Drummond [drm], Brad Turner [tpt], Pat
Labarbera [ts] and Rick Lazar [perc], Gunn performs nine tunes including “Wild Is
Love,” “I’ve Grown Accustomed To His Face,” “A Felicdade” and “Everything I
Love.” It all ads up to a very enjoyable yet curious release.

The CARN DAVIDSON 9 is a nonet lead by WILLIAM CARN [tbn] and TARA
DAVIDSON [ss/as/clt/flt/piccolo]. Their new recording, THE HISTORY OF US
[Three Pines Records tpr-006], consists of two suites — one by each of the leaders
as well as a short tribute to one of Davidson’s old friends. Although the tempo of
the music tends to reflect tributes and memories, there are opportunities for the
soloists to shine during some uptempo breaks. Those soloists include Kevin Turcotte
[tpt/flgh], Andrew Downing [b], Kelly Jefferson [ts], Carn Davidson [ss] and Shirantha
Beddage [bari]. This type of music could be dour but with each listen I was left with
a positive and up-lifting feeling.
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Catharina Wiborgh [as], Gunnel Samuelson [ts/flt], Ann Blom [p/voc], Patrik Boman
[b] and Henrik Wartel [drm] go by the name of BAG LADIES. On their new
release, FIRST STEP [PB7 Records 042], this all-woman group performs eight
tunes composed by Wiborgh as well as their take on “Laura.” Instrumentally the
group sounds as if they are operating with a governor to control their energy.
As a result, the performances strike me as rather repressed jazz.		

JON GORDON has a very respectable discography that started in 1980 as a straight
ahead bop player. STRANGER THAN FICTION [Artist Share Records AS0190] is
a solid example of his current approach to music. Although he is still based in bop,
Gordon has expanded his territory and musical explorations with music that is
somewhat reminiscent of Lee Konitz’s later work. Gordon has more than capable
support from a group of musicians including Derrick Gardner [tpt], Alan Ferber [tbn],
Julian Bradford [b] and Fabio Ragnelli [drm], but the spotlight is definitely on
Gordon’s writing.
LIVE AT THE VILLAGE VANGUARD VOLUME 2 [PI Records pi91] by STEVE COLEMAN AND THE FIVE ELEMENTS may well be one of his finest recordings.
This double CD follows a similar format of Coleman’s earlier M-Base sessions
and features Jonathan Finlayson [tpt], Kokayi [voc], Anthony Tidd [b] and Sean
Rickman-drm]. Although Coleman’s music can be tiring with its rock/fusion
drumming, heavy bass and rapid fire rapish (not rap) vocals, I found the experience
of listening to Coleman’s latest effort fresh and inspiring.
		
B [Fip Records fpcd 02] is a solo baritone sax release from JOSH SINTON. Hamiet
Bluiett did a solo baritone recording years ago. I don’t remember if there are others?
Sinton works his magic through nine tracks that are entertaining except where he
chooses to just blow air rather than notes.
		

Unapologetic free jazz dates are not as common today as in the past. A good one is
THRĪE THRĒO DRĪ [Jazzwerkstatt 215]. The recording features AB BAARS [ts/clt/
shakuhachi], BILL ELGART [drm] and MEINRAD KNEER [b]. Recorded in 2021, the
group plays eight improvisations with energy and sensitivity.
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DOWN TO EARTH - TIME WARP [Cornerstone CD159] features a quartet of Bob
Brough [ts], Mike Murley [ts/ss], Al Henderson [b] and Barry Elmes [dms]. Established
in 1982, the group worked together in various configurations until 2000. This 1985
CD comes from lost tapes that were recently discovered, cleaned up and released.
The 10 catchy originals, split between Henderson and Elmes, are played within a
strong free bop style.

In a similar fashion, PHIL PARISOT [drm] and his quintet play solid original
compositions with a sense of energy. Joining Parisot on INVENTIONS [QA2 22191]
are Jared Hall [tpt], Steve Treseler [ts], Dan Kramlich [p] and Michael Glynn [b].
This 2021 release is well executed and a solid surprise for these ears!

ALEXANDER McCABE [ss/as] comes on strong with BODY AND SOUL [Wamco
Records 606638 70144]. Recorded in 2021 with Paul Odeh [p], Ugonna Okegwo
[b] and Craig Wuepper [drm], the CD features four originals plus the title track and
other jazz classics. Take note of McCabe’s take on John Coltrane’s “Countdown.”
A challenging tune for any saxophonist, McCabe passes the test with flying colors.

The big news is the release of more previous unissued Coltrane — JOHN
COLTRANE: A LOVE SUPREME - LIVE IN SEATTLE [Impulse 80034290-02].
Recorded in 1965, the classic John Coltrane Quartet is augmented with Pharaoh
Sanders [ts/perc], Carlos Ward [as], and Donald Garret [b] performing the entire
score of “A Love Supreme.” Most Coltrane fanatics will be familiar with the original
issue of the composition on Impulse. This begs the question, “Do you need this
version?” If you consider yourself a free jazz fan, the new one should get your vote.
The take on “A Love Supreme” here is more dynamic with musicians enjoying a
greater sense of freedom. Midway through the performance, the music begins to
build to a tremendous apex which envelops the listener with a force near equal to
the best of Coltrane’s recordings. This is the only issued recording with Ward and
Coltrane playing together.
STRETCHING SUPREME [Dave Wilson Music dwm 002] from DAVE WILSON [ts/ss]
is an adaptation of Coltrane’s” Love Supreme.” It’s either unfortunate timing and/or
an act of chutzpah coming as it does on the heels of Impulse’s expanded recording
of the same composition. The quartet of Kirk Reese [p], Tony Marino [b] and Alex
Ritz or Dan Monaghan [drm] present the music with the respect it is due. At no time
do I hear any imitation of Coltrane other than its composition or passion. Wilson
does an admirable job on this recording.
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BENJAMIN DESCHAMPS [as/ts] is a talented and dynamic saxophonist who
unfortunately dilutes his music with splashes of electric instruments. That’s a
shame, because there is real strength in the eight originals that make up
AUGMENTED REALITY [MCM Records mcm053]. Yet, for all the dynamics there
is little time to dwell on the music performed by Deschamps, Jean Trottier[ tbn],
Valerie Saulnier [voc], Nicolas Ferron [el gtr], Charles Trudel [keys], Sebastien
Pellerin [el b] and Al Bourgeois [drm].
WADADA LEO SMITH is one of today’s most documented trumpeters in creative
improvised music. He recently added two more items to his growing discography —
LOVE SONNET FOR BILLIE HOLIDAY [Tum Records cd 060 ] and THE CHICAGO
SYMPHONIES [TUM Box 004]. “Sonnet for Billie Holiday” is a trio date with Jack
DeJohnette [drm] and Vijay Iyer [p]. The sound is terrific with Smith’s trumpet cutting
through the group like a very sharp knife. The only downside for me among the five
tunes was audio of Malcom X speaking behind the music on one track. The four-CD
“The Chicago Symphonies” release is totally different. The Gold, Diamond and Pearl
Symphonies are performed by Smith, Henry Threadgill [rds], John Lindberg [bs] and
Jack DeJohnette [drm] (Jonathan Haffner replace DeJohnette on one of the CDs.
I found little sense of improvisation in these works which resulted in laborious
listening for me. To give it a second chance, I waited a couple of days and listened
again with more separation of time between each CD. Although it may have been
a lighter listening experience, I still did not get a greater sense of improvisation.
Other than that both releases are a pleasure and a welcome addition to the work
of Smith. The Tum label always does a magnificent job of packaging. Both releases
include booklets with color photos, complete bios, discographies and music notes.
RANDY NAPOLEON has a made a most pleasant recording in RUST BELT ROOTS
[QA2 22193]. Of the 14 tracks, five are Napoleon originals with the remaining nine
coming from the pens of Wes Montgomery, Grant Green, Buddy Montgomery and
Kenny Burrell. This is an enjoyable CD that is definitely worth your attention.

RESTLESS [Wise Cat Records no number] is the debut release for guitarist
JACKSON POTTER. The music performed by Potter with Patrick Leavy [b],
Gibb Mandish [drm] and Leo Folsom [p] is well thought out and mature.
That core unit is augmented by David Mason [as], Joey Curreri [tpt] and
Carter Key [ts].
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The two personalities of guitarist JOHN MOULDER come out on METAMORPHOSIS [Origin 82832]. The CD starts with a hard rhythmic jam on “Game
Changer,” followed by an 11-part suite. In contrast to “Game Changer,” the suite
(titled “Metamorphosis”) is mellow and flowing. Moulder gets more than capable
support for both approaches from Richie Beirach [p], Steve Rodby [b] and
Paul Wertico [drm]. One of John Moulder’s best efforts!

Guitarist DOUG MACDONALD offers a mix of original and familiar tunes on
SERENADE TO HIGHLAND PARK. Sadly the performances of Macdonald
and his trio of Mike Flick [b] and Paul Kreibich [drm] rarely excites or inspires.
My feeling is that the trio could have knocked this out at almost any opportunity.

Singer JUNE BISANTZ has been around since the 1980s when she worked with
Steve Evans’ Mr. Spats’ group. SEVEN SHADES OF SNOW [Arabesque Records
z6972] is a short (18:00) session recorded remotely in seven separate studios during
the Covid pandemic. Technically not a Christmas recording, this session does evoke
a seasonal ambiance thanks to the support of John Burr [b], Mike Eckroth [p], James
Chirillo [gtr], Marc Pianeuf [s], Brandon Lee [tpt] and Alvester Garnett [dms]. A short,
but fine recording.
CHRISTMAS TIME IS HERE [Catn’round Sound Record 1980020 42293] by
CAROLYN LEE JONES is a fairly nondescript collection of 12 secular Christmas
songs. Pianists Brad Williams and David Pierce do all the arrangements for15
musicians in various combinations. This is inoffensive but happy music for the
most part.
		

HOME FOR CHRISTMAS [Log Records 2468] by JAN DALEY offers 13 mostly
secular Christmas tunes. There is very little jazz here, nor does there claim to be.
About half of the titles on FOOLS FOR YULE [HouseKat Records hkr005] from the
UPTOWN VOCAL JAZZ QUARTET are not familiar Christmas tunes. The blending
of harmonies from the ensemble of Ginny Carr Goldberg, Robert McBride, Holly
Shockey and Lane Stowe] make this an enjoyable listen without being overwhelmed
by its seasonal message. The vocalists are assisted with hip backup from Frank Russo
[drm], Max Murray [b], Alan Blackman [p], Chuck Redd [vbs], Donato Soviero [gtr]
and special guest Keith Carr [bouzouki].
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UPTOWN VOCAL JAZZ QUARTET are not familiar Christmas tunes. The blending
of harmonies from the ensemble of Ginny Carr Goldberg, Robert McBride, Holly
Shockey and Lane Stowe] make this an enjoyable listen without being overwhelmed
by its seasonal message. The vocalists are assisted with hip backup from Frank Russo
[drm], Max Murray [b], Alan Blackman [p], Chuck Redd [vbs], Donato Soviero [gtr]
and special guest Keith Carr [bouzouki].
More Christmas tunes are in store for you on MERRY & BRIGHT [Capri Records
74167-2] by the JEFF HAMILTON TRIO with Jeff on drums, Tamir Hendelman on
piano and Jon Hamar on bass. It’s nice to hear the ten seasonal selections played by
a real jazz trio in a pleasant but not overly inspired manner.

ALEXIS COLE has a slick and classy recording called SKY BLOSSOM [Zoho Records
zm202108]. The beauty of Cole’s voice is a given, and so are the arrangements by
Jeff Jarvis. Jarvis also conducts the big band and soloists through a program that
includes “Joy Spring,” “All Blues,” “Social Call,” “Estate” and other material from
the jazz canon. The one exception is “American Anthem,” a semi-patriotic anthem
that is out of place on this recording. This has the feel of a wonderful concert filled
with spirit and hipness.
BILL SAMPLE [p] and DARLENE COONER [voc] released WILD BLUE HERONS,
YOU & I [DMA Disc wbh2021]. The 12 mostly standards on this set are handled
reverentially, but because they are played at similar tempos and volume the
program seems like a long intimate melody. The result is a beautiful production
topped off by lovely packaging.

BEN BLACK has a distinctive vocal style which might confuse him with a female
singer at certain moments. The 11 selections on his new release — MYSTERY &
WONDER [Origin 82835] — re heavily marked by Black’s study of Buddhism.
Black assembled a worthy group to back him up on this release — Bill Anschell [p],
Dave Peterson [gtr], Jeff Johnson [b], Mark Ivester [drm], David Lange [acc] and
Brenda Kay Neth [flt]. Recorded in 2007, the music was released in fall 2021.
In two words — it’s interesting listening.
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The seventh project from vocalist CARMELA RAPPAZZO is LOVE AND OTHER
DIFFICULTIES [no label 085218 016876]. Rappazzo’s voice is dark, a bit smokey
and grey which projects great feeling on songs like “Skylark,” “So In Love” and
“A Flower is a Lonesome Thing.” Those standards are accompanied with ten
surprisingly pleasurable originals by Rappazzo and/or Oscar Rossignoli.

SHARP 5 is a cooperative group built around the vocals of TERI ROIGERS. She is
a superior vocalist with the kind of gravitas that marked Abbey Lincoln’s best work.
Other members of this cooperative are Pete Levin [keys], Jay Collins [fl/ts], John
Menegon [b], Jeff Siegel [drm] and Nanny Assis [gtr/voc/perc]. Another wonderful
performance from an under-recorded Roigers.
		

PAUL JOST is a jazz singer who also plays harmonica on WHILE WE WE’RE GONE
[Paul Jost Records pjm 0121-2]. Jost is an emotive singer and quite convincing on a
program of mostly standards that make up this live double CD. Equally convincing
is the sympathetic support of Jim Ridl [p], Dean Johnson, Lorin Cohen or Martin
Wind [b] and Tim Horner [drm]. Some of the material gets a bit political with a
composition/poems like “Poetic Justice” and “January 6th.”

Twelve mostly unfamiliar standards are performed by two backup groups on
YOU ARE HERE [Whaling City Sound wcs 128], the new release from SHAWNN
MONTEIRO. Monteiro’s fine vocals float above the accompaniment of groups
featuring pianists Michael Renzi or Kenny Barron, bassists Dave Zinno or Nat Reeves
and drummers Steve Langone or Joe Farnsworth. Additional support comes from
Steve Davis [tbn] and John Allmark and Josh Bruneau [tpts].

I like to believe that most people appreciate some aspect of Louis Armstrong.
Perhaps that is why Verve has issued A GIFT TO POPS [Verve Records b003439102]. A group of noted musicians, primarily from New Orleans, cover a dozen tunes
associated with Armstrong including “The Peanut Vendor,” “Struttin’ with Some
Barbecue” and “ What a Wonderful World.” Among the musicians are trumpeters
Wynton Marsalis and Nicolas Payton, trombonist Wycliff Gordon and drummer Herlin
Riley. Rapper Common and vocalist Niki Haris join the band on a few selections. An
added bonus is the 1964 version of “Sleepy Time Down South” performed by Armstrong himself. I found this recording’s packaging rather unclear, but the music good!
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Drummer CHRISTIAN JORMIN takes the piano chair on SEE THE UNSEEN
[Losen Records los-259-2]. It’s obvious that Jormin has played for dancers as
his piano work is rich with sway and rhythm. Magnus Bergstrom [b] and Adam
Ross [drm] join Jormin for ten originals recorded in 2020. A good listen. By the
way, if you are wondering Christian is the brother of bassist Anders Jormin.
		

The piano playing and compositions of STEVE MILLION provide a lovely ambiance
on WHAT I MEANT TO SAY [Origin 82827]. Surprisingly, Million accomplishes this
mood without sounding like Bill Evans. Credit is also due to the other musicians on
this session — Steve Cardenas [gtr], John Sims [b] and Ron Vincent [drm].

The incredibly prolific SATOKO FUJII has released two more CDs. THIS IS IT
[Libra Records 203-068], is with the group she calls MOSAIC featuring Natsuki
Tamura [tpt] and Takashi Itani [perc/drm]. Some of the five Fujii originals on this
date have a definition often missing from her earlier recordings. Unfortunately,
by the end of this 2021 date, the music is sparse, sounding as if the group ran
out of ideas and meaningful statements to make.

FUTARI is the name SATOKO FUJII has given her duo with Taiko Saito [marimba/
vbs]. The ten tracks on UNDERGROUND [Libra Records 202-069] were recorded
in different studios between 2018 and 2021 and demonstrate Fujii’s ability to make
interesting music out of sound. Although the duo works well together, the celestial
mood of the music overstays its welcome. Like many of her other recordings, Fujii
is always challenging.

DAVID FRIESEN lays down the bass and picks up the piano on DAY OF REST
[Origin Records 82833]. This is a solo recording of 20 pieces ranging in length from
1:30 minutes to 4:46 minutes. Like much of Friesen’s work the music has a lovely,
smoothing ambience.

Pianist DAVID JANEWAY, who seems to only record every six or eight years, brings
his lovely touch to DISTANT VOICES [Steeplechase Records sccd 33145]. Cameron
Brown [b] and Billy Hart [dr] join Janeway for a varied program of originals as well as
classics from other jazz artists such as Woody Shaw, Walter Bishop and Wayne Shorter. This is a refreshing change from a recording of all originals and it’s nice to hear
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as classics from other jazz artists such as Woody Shaw, Walter Bishop and Wayne
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Another quite refreshing item is CAN YOU HEAR ME? [Browntasauras Records
acc-1701] from pianist NICK MACLEAN. This double CD is a collection of eight
standards and ten originals recorded in March 2021. There is an informal feel to
this set as tracks run from under a minute to over 15 minutes and are often given
spoken prefaces by the pianist or the producer [Brownman Ali]. At other times
MacLean breaks into his own playing with words of reference. I’d recommend this
set for its spontaneous, thoughtful and unexpected approach to the music.
According to the promotional hype MANNY KELLOUGH is a “legendary drummer.”
Although Google has extensive information about him, I’ve never heard of Kellough.
SPEAKING OF JAZZ [MKJ Music 195269 096465]. gives us 11 tracks featuring
Kellough with groups divided between East Coast and West Coast associates.
Special mention goes to vocalist Azure McCall, who is definitely influenced by
Sarah Vaughan. As generic as this CD is, it is surprisingly a credible jazz disc.

DAVID FINCK’S BASSIC INSTINCT [Burton Avenue Music bam 1265] is not much
on heavy jazz but a lovely listen nevertheless. Finck and his group of Mike Davis
[tbn], Andy Snitzer [ts], Quinn Johnson [p] and Kevin Winard [drm] offer a mixture of
thoughtful originals and standards like “The Best Thing For You,” “Soon It’s Gonna
Rain,” “I’m Confessin’” and “Dearly Beloved.”

On ASTORIAN QUEEN [Laika Records 4011786 213917], bassist MARTIN WIND
finds himself in the familiar company of Scott Robinson [ts/bs/clt/tpt], Bill Mays [p]
and Matt Wilson [dms]. Wind arrived in New York from Germany in 1996, and the
music on this disc is his tribute the New York experience with tunes like “Broadway.”
“There’s a Boat That’s Leaving Soon for New York,” and New York, New York.”
The title track refers to a person who leant Wind the use of an apartment in Astoiria,
New York. His observations and accounts in the liner notes make for entertaining
reading while the music makes for interesting listening.
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Drummer NICK FRASER released IF THERE WERE NO OPPOSITES [Ezz-thetice
1034] with the strong quartet of Tony Malaby [ts], Andrew Downing [cello] and
Rob Clutton [b]. Throughout the seven originals, Fraser plays in a coordinated free
percussion fashion underneath the rest of the band. On slower material the drums
lay out all together, notable and missed by their absence. Special credit goes to
Malaby whose gruff tenor is undeniable and supportive throughout the recording.

The MONTREAL JAZZ TRIO [Odd Sound Records ods-20] presents Steve
Amirault [p], Adrian Vedady [b] and Jim Doxas [drm] playing a mixture of
standards and originals. The joy here is way Amirault approaches th standards
in a most refreshing manner. If you enjoy standards but are often bored by the
same-old performance, this CD will satisfy like few recordings do. This recording
has my highest recommendation.

LOGUSLABUSMUZIKUS [Effendi Records FND 164] is the latest release from
Montreal’s JAZZLAB ORCHESTRA, which in reality is a nonet! Effendi has produced
over 100 CDs including six prior recordings from this group. The nine compositions
from Auguste le Prez may have looked good on paper but seems labored and
unnecessarily busy when recorded.

JENS WENDELBOE [tbn] began his career in Norway in the 70s as a member
of Per Nyhaug’s Studio Band. Today, you’ll find him in Connecticut where he
recorded AGAINST ALL ODDS [Losen Records los 251-2] during 2020 and 2021.
The 12 tracks include originals that range from stage band charts to straight
ahead jazz. The variety of moods makes this one a good listen.

AVE B. FREE JAM [Inky Dot Media idm 0203] is another of STEVE TINTWEISS’
archival recordings from the late 1960s. The participants in this free jam are Tintweiss
[b], Laurence Cook [drm], Jacques Coursil [tpt], Warren Gale [tpt] and Perry Robinson [b.clt]. Like many jams, the music is imperfect and overlong. Regardless, it is an
interesting addition to the free jazz catalogue from that era.

FLORIAN WITTENBURG [comp] showcases his use of the computer on
KRANENBURG TREE [Édition Wandelweiser Records ear 2104]. While waiting
for a train at the station in Kranenburg, Wittenburg saw the tree as a template
for art and music. The recording is an interesting use of mixed media, taking the
listening to the next station/section with one minute of silence between stops.
The aural trip is interesting and the material is nicely packaged.
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From Portugal comes CHAMBER 4 featuring Theo Ceccaldi [vio], Luis Vicente [tpt],
Valentin Ceccaldi [cello] and Marcelo dos Reis [gtr]. Their new release, DAWN TO
DUSK [Jacc Records 44 tricd18], is a terrific CD with its three movements reflecting
the title. This recording is a fine example of an avant-garde chamber quartet.

Australian ALISTER SPENCE [p] put together a trio of Joe Williamson [b] and
Christopher Cantillo [drm] to record CURVE [Allister Spence Music asm012].
In my opinion there was no reason why these 12 tracks recorded in 2011 had to
wait ten years to be heard (except for the usual financial reasons). Things get
off to a rather inauspicious start but by the third track things begin to come
together with the trio playing in a coordinated fashion. It’s quite good listening
with a sense of humor in the trio’s approach to the material.
OPEN WORLD [La Reserve Records 195269 116040] is the first big band
release for saxophonist CHAD LEFKOWITZ-BROWN and his Global Big Band.
Lefkowitz-Brown’s tenor joins the six-man sax section of this 20 piece band for
a set of mostly familiar jazz tunes. The band is made up of musicians from 17
countries including guests such as trumpeters Arturo Sandoval and Randy
Brecker, guitarist Lionel Loueke, saxophonist Miguel Zenon and pianist Makoto
Ozone. Despite the line-up and well voiced arrangements, the session is lacking
in originality.
BOOK RELEASE:
MARGRIET NABER has put together a memory/biography of JOHN TCHICAI
subtitled A Chaos With Some Kind of Order [Ear Mind Heart Media, Netherlands.
soft cover. $25.99]. Naber is a musician who was also Tchicai’s wife for the last 20
years of his life. In addition to her own personal experiences with Tchicai, Naber
relied on memiors, logs, manuscripts, books, recordings and other sources to
complete the book. Of particular interest are accounts of the Jazz Composer’s
Guild/ NYC period. I believe a book on this period alone is being prepared and
hopefully will be fair to all. Tchicai was an important part of the creative improvised
music history and Naber presents a perspective that in many cases only she could.
Having produced three recordings with Tchicai, I observed a gentle man with a
sly sense of humor. What the book exposes is a bit of a renaissance man —
a philosopher, poet and musician/composer of different disciplines. He was a
man with almost a disinterest in his surroundings, an artist who evaluated and
moved on. The book is a fine read with a wonderful photo of John Tchicai
[by Gorm Valenyin] on the cover.
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THE LADY SWINGS, MEMOIRS OF A JAZZ DRUMMER [Univ. of Illinois Press,
ISBN 978-0-252 08551-2 $22.94] is the history of DOTTIE DODGION [1929-2021]
by WAYNE ENSTICE and Dodgion. This is a disturbing and yet a warm and amusing
work. Part of the book concentrates on a child placed in a world inhabited and
run by adults and narrated the way a child might see it. The rest of the work is a
narrative of an adult successfully, and at times unsuccessfully, dealing with the
assorted personages that inhabit the jazz world. Some of those characters include
Charlies Mingus, Kenny Clarke, Monty Budwig, Jerry Dodgion, Al Cohn, Zoot Sims,
Wild Bill Davison, Vic Dickenson, Ruby Braff, Melba Liston, Gene Wright and many
others. One gets the impression that Dodgion is fair and even in her assessments
of the people and situations she encountered which makes for a good read. The
book has excellent notes and a slim discography, with most of the recordings being
unavailable and obscure. From personal experience, books like these are not money
makers, but they are invaluable to the jazz narrative. It is ironic that a person known
as a drummer has only one CD out — a 1993 date on the Arbors label that features
her mainstream vocal style. I encourage you check out the book and enjoy her CD.
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